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---
801. Ilton JN - Lucid Touch (5:20)
(United Kingdom)

'Ilton JN attempts to combine the sounds of techno with the methodology of improvisation and the form of pop. 
Please be in touch if you would like to hear more: 
www.myspace com/iltonjoan
manwithfeathers@gmail.com

---
802. John Ferguson - Sunday at STEIM (6:54)
(United Kingdom)

John Ferguson is an electronic musician. His work is inspired by notions of instability, and focuses on tactile approaches to the live manipulation of audio/visual materials. Predicated on listening and real-time(re)negotiation, his combinations of hacked electronics, wireless gaming controllers and custom software/mechanical systems are frequently loud and exuberant. But the resistance inherent within these instrumental ecologies significantly affects the compositional process, raising issues of causality, agency and legibility, whilst foregrounding ambiguity as an alternative to functionalism in interface design.

Contact:
http://www.johnrobertferguson.com
http://www.tronlennon.co.uk
http://www.myspace.com/fergalstrandy

---
803. Diatribes + Patricia Bosshard - 281108B-TIVOLI16 (10:36)
(Switzerland)

d'incise: laptop & objects
cyril bondi: drums, percussions
patricia bosshard: violin & electronic
 
Diatribes is a free improve bande from Geneva, CH. Created in 2004 as trio, it became a duo+guest(s) in 2008. They are as influenced by 70's freejazz as by contemporay & electroacosutic improvisation, and stand on a strong libertarian statement. Diatribes is the home-band from INSUBORDINATIONS netlabel.
http://diatribes.insubordinations.net
http://www.insubordinations.net
 
Patricia Bosshard is violin player from Lausanne, CH. SHe is involved in many projects with electronic musicians and video artists.
http://www.patriciabosshard.net
Contact:
http://www.myspace.com/diatribesimprovisors

---
804. Wormhole - Steaming Priest (2:34)
(United Kingdom)

members:
John Ferguson (electric guitar and live electronics)
http://www.fergalstrandy.co.uk/
http://www.tronlennon.co.uk
http://www.myspace.com/fergalstrandy

Bennett Hogg (violin)
http://www.myspace.com/bennetthogg
http://www.ncl.ac.uk/sacs/staff/profile/bennett.hogg

---
805. Pleasure-Drenching Improvers - Big Fiberglass Guide (07:40)
(United Kingdom)

A freely-improvised piece of musique-concrete
performed straight to open stereo mic by:

Pleasure-Drenching Improvers, who are:
THF Drenching   -   Dictaphones
Sonic Pleasure  -   Bricks

Contact:
www.fenlandhibrow.co.uk

---
806. Vortex - No title 01 (4:53)
(France)

Vortex is an improvised music duo. 
This discreet duo had more than 5 years age.

Sebastien Cirotteau
Heddy Boubaker

Contact:
http://boubaker.net/Vortex

---
807. ëlimnoizer - Noizerfunk (8:30)
(Italy)

details: produced, composed and performed by Luca Canciello

Luca Canciello (aka Climnoizer) is a neapolitan polystrumentist musician and composer, who lives in Berlin. He blends a classical formation with a rock background, love for jazzrock, funk and above all sound research, working for years in the italian and european underground scene like musician, producer and sound designer.
His solo project is named Climnoizer.
In this project he melts down all his music influences, playing several instruments like electric guitar, synthguitar, ashbory silicon bass, el. pianos, keys & synths, manipulating sounds and programming drums, writing meticulously rhythm textures in order to give a human feel to the beat.
The final risult is an extreme electronic and noizy sound stained with funk, rock and jazzrock colours.

contacts: 
climnoizer@hotmail.com
http://www.myspace.com/climnoizer

---
808. Zaoum - Live At The Lapin Vert, Lausanne, Switzerland (3:08)
(France, Switzerland)

ZAOUM :
Dragos Tara (doublebass)
Sébastien Roux (live electronics)

ZAOUM is a form of russian futurist sound poetry from the beginning of the 20th century.
The word ا Zaoum ب is a cross between the russian prefix za- (beyond) and the noun um (mind) and means ا trans-mental ب. Zaoum knows neither grammatical rules, semantical conventions , nor style norms.
This absence of rules is the starting-block of the duo ZAOUM, that brings together Dragos Tara (doublebass) and Sébastien Roux (live electronics).
This duo feeds off of mutual parasiting:
The electronics absorb the sounds of the doublebass and supply the bass with a sonic environnement that influences its improvisations, in a perpetual mouvement.
In this vicious cercle , sounds get dirty, are washed, loose their original colors before being dyed, are wrung, rarely softened, before starting a new cycle.
The recordings crashes into the synthesized sounds, before bouncing off the doublebass and its sonic clones.
The way sound fills space, wanders in it, intrigues ZAOUM, which comes in two shapes:

ZAOUM-Pockett
for small places: small rooms, flats, kitchens, bathrooms: small sound system (min 4 lap-top speakers, or radios)

ZAOUM-Rock
for bigger venues our outdoors: Stronger sound system (min 2 loudspeakers)

Contact:
http://zaoum-zaoum.blogspot.com/
Dragos Tara
http://dragostara.blogspot.com/
Sébastien Roux
www.myspace.com/sebastienrouxmusic 

---
809. Brian Schorn - Deviations I (5:05)
(United States)

Graphic Score
(for Performer #5)
(image)

Performance Instructions
Each performer must select a path from the central home point to one of the five destination points. Each path is different and varies from a straight, direct path to a labyrinthine, indirect path. Each performer should select a path most suitable to them. Each performer must select a different path and if in the case where two performers wish to select the same path, a settlement must be m  ade to accommodate everyone as best as possible. 

Each performer interprets the forms and textures along their selected path as the basis for free improvisation. Consider assigning your own timbre, duration, articulation, pitch, melodic or harmonic structure, etc. to the forms and textures. The only given assignment to these forms and textures is volume: dense = loud;  sparse = quiet; white = silence. Since each of the five paths are different lengths, consider assigning tempo to the length of your chosen path: 1) straight line = slowest to 5) labyrinthine line = fastest. Also consider the following pitch ranges: 1) straight line = lowest range to  5) labyrinthine line = highest range.

The duration of the piece is five minutes. Each path has been marked 1ذ5 providing a visual guide for following the time (one notch for each minute). Since the destination point for all paths is black and ends abruptly with a white border, all performers should p lay as loud and frenzied as possible during this time and stop abruptly together on cue. During this last burst, change the manner in which you use your instrument and make sounds completely different from what you played before. The red outline along your path will indicate when to begin this activity.

Performers
True Rosaschi: piano
Geoff Dyer: saxophone
Jen Baker: trombone
Carolyn Tyler: cello
David Rosenfeld: violin
Conductor
Brian Schorn

Brian Schorn Bio
Brian Schorn is an interdisciplinary artist. He received an MFA in Electronic Music and Recording Media from Mills College where he studied with Pauline Oliveros, Fred Frith, Alvin Curran, Maggie Payne and Chris Brown. In addition, he has MFA degrees in graphic design, photography and creative writing. Schorn's music has been performed in France, Austria, The Netherlands, New York and elsewhere throughout the United States. He has performed with composers and artists such as Cecil Taylor, Maryanne Amacher, Steina Vasulka and Ke  n Butler. Schorn's music appears on the compilation CDs Open Source/Open Ear and The Last Signal. His 60 second composition, Under a Submersive Sun, toured the Midwest with the 60x60 Project in 2006. In 2007, he was an artist-in-residence at I-Park Artist's Enclave where he composed and performed a new work using field recordings and shamanic ceremony. In 2008, his first internet release of electronic, text-sound compositions were made available at www.cyclene.com. In 2009, Schorn's graphic scores and creative writing will be published in Notations21: An Anthology of Innovative Notation.

Contact:
brian@circulus.us
www.myspace.com/brianschorn

---
810. Stefano Scippa & Dicofone - Shipcofone (8:38)
(Italy)

Stefano Scippa ( soprano sax / laptop )
http://www.stefanoscippa.com/
http://www.myspace.com/stefanoscippa

Dicofone
DICOFONE ( tenor sax / bass clarinet / laptop ) 
http://www.myspace.com/dicofon

Note: 
Recorded live at the premiere multimedia show THE SOUND OF THE UNIVERSE COMING THROUGH MY WINDOW, Academy of Fine Arts - Bologna 2004 November 13th

---
811. Sculpture - Life Among the Mechanoids (8:14)
(United Kingdom)

Sculpture is a collaboration between Dan Hayhurst (audio devices) and Reuben Sutherland (visual devices). 

In this piece, Life Among the Mechanoids, Mr Sutherlandصs input is projected entirely across the astral plane .We therefore request listeners utilise Mr Hayhurstصs composition as an instrument by means of which they may psychically obtain the correct frequency for reception.

This music is realised using several tape recorders, a sampler, a computerised sequencer, a spring reverb, a compressor, a digital delay line, and other gadgets.

Somewhere between these two statements lies the crux of the matter.

Contact:
Web: www.tapebox.co.uk 
www.myspace.com/danhayhurst
ذ Audio and video recordings, future performances, booking info.

---
812. Normaldis - Friendship (6:21)
(Chile)

Composer: Matias Mar/ arrangements of Sebastian Rehbein of "Normaldis"

Interprete:"Normaldis": 
Matias Mar, drums, piano, guitar, electronic edition
Sebastian Rehbein, piano, electronic edition 
Carlos Barros, Sound engineer, electronic edition
 
Contact: 
http://www.myspace.com/matiasmar
http://www.myspace.com/losnormaldis

---
total time: 77:47

---
Clinical Archives / 2008
clinicalarchives@hotmail.com
http://www.clinicalarchives.spyw.com
http://www.myspace.com/clinicalarchives
http://www.archive.org/details/clinicalarchives
